HUBBY AT WASHSTUB, WIFE VOTES FIRST OF ILLINOIS WOMEN

Libertyville Citizenesses Leads Van of Newly Enfranchised and Works at the Polls.

SPouse WILLING SERVANT

No Reason Why I Shouldn't Do Laundry to Help My Exercise Rights, He Says.

BALLOT IN OTHER ILLINOIS TOWNS

While her husband slept and took in the balloting at Libertyville, other women in the state began to cast their votes for the first time in their lives. In some places, the women were assisted by their husbands, while in others they voted alone.

FOURTH VICTIM FEWER IN NUMBER

Deaths Decrease And Serious Injuries Show Big Falling Off.

GAIN WITH EVERY YEAR.

The total number of accidents and injuries in Chicago continued to decrease, with the number of deaths decreasing by a larger percentage than the number of injuries. This trend was expected to continue as more people became aware of the dangers of accidents and took steps to prevent them.

LOCATE FLEETING FRAU WITNESS

Man Who Disappeared When Kersten Jury Adjudged Found in Distant State.

NEW VOTE FOR MEET.

The man who had disappeared after the Kersten jury's verdict was later found in a distant state. This was a significant development in the case and could have implications for future elections.

PUT OBSTACLES IN THE WAY OF TARIFF REFORM


TRIUMPH OF THE LOBBY

Efforts to Influence President Taft in Appointment of Commission.

MULHALL AGAINST WORKER

Deceased, died by the suicide chamber of a neighbouring building.